
Minutes FSCL Meeting 2023/04/26 
 

Attendees: Fabian, Jule, Marc, Max, Opu, Setareh, Shawon, Sven, Urs, Yixuan 

Minutes: Jule 

Chairperson: Urs 

 

 

Urs officially opens the session. 

 

 

TOP 1    Freshmen 
Posters / stickers in FSCL room 

We got a tutor for the Math tutorial. It happens on Monday mornings. We should make sure 

the tutor gets a key to open the room.  

 

TOP 2    Answering mails 
There are no new relevant mails. 

 

TOP 3    Events 
Pubcrawl planned on 4th May, Pubquiz on 5th May, International potluck on 26th May. Urban does stuvus application for the 

pub quiz (40+10). Urs does room reservation for pub quiz. Urs does internal poll on the day for the potluck. 

 
Grilling: The event was a success. We bought things for 80€ from the piggy bank. We didn’t 
count how much money we got back yet. 
 
Pub crawl: Starts at 6pm at the IMS. 
 
Pub quiz: The seminar rooms of the IMS are reserved. VB, Sofia, Fabian and Urs will be the 
quizmasters and collect the questions. We should do the stuvus application: maybe 2 crates 
of spezi, some snacks and money for the prize.  
 
International potluck: We should organize a hot plate to be able to warm up food. Maybe we 
should also have containers to keep the food warm (e.g. containers from the Mensa). It 
would be a good idea to create a google doc with the participants and which food they bring 
to avoid having people bring the same food. 
 
We want to use posters to advertise events. 
 
Urs Talks to Urban about doing the stuvus application for the pub quiz. 

Fabian Asks stuvus if it is possible to get a hot plate. 

Urs Asks in FG-Vernetzungs-Chat about food containers 

Max Creates poster for International potluck. 
 

TOP 4    Buying Stuff / Abrechnung 
Kitchen stuff: Only want to order the sandwich maker. Sven informs stuvus that we want to order the sandwich maker. 

Others: cloth bags, stickers  



IMS-weekend: Wait for the Nebenkostenabrechnung. Marc does the Abrechnung for the IMS-weekend. 

We want to buy big plant. Opu researches for price and Urs helps him to do stuvus application. 

Marc needs to make improvements to the Abrechnung. 

 

Sandwich / waffle maker: There was a vote whether we want to buy a waffle maker. 6 votes 

were in favor, 1 vote was against it, 1 abstention. Thus we will buy one! 

 

Marc Checks if the stuvus application for the waffle maker is still valid. 

Opu Looks for a pot for our plant. 
 

TOP 5    Party in the pool 
We want to create a poster. 

Marc Creates a draft for the poster. 
 

TOP 6    Email Spam 
There is a reminder email once a month for the HIWI working hours reaching all IMS 

students. It might make sense to have a separate HIWI-mailing list to reduce email “spam” 

for the not-HIWI-students.  

Urs Writes to Edgar and CCs the secretaries asking if such a mailing list would 
be feasible. 

 

TOP 7    ALUMNI 
Idea: Do we want to create an organization for former IMS students that already graduated 

to keep in touch after their studies?  

Question: Should this be done from the institute or from us?  

Ideas for the realization: mailing list, website, … We could also ask the professors about their 

opinion / for ideas. 

As soon as we have somewhat like a roadmap we could bring this topic up in the Stuko. 

Sven Drafts an email. 
 

 

Urs officially closes the session. 
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